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ABSTRACT

It is vital in today's technologically advanced society to combat skin cancer using machines rather than human intervention. Any time the look of the skin changes abnormally, there is a danger that the person might be at risk for skin cancer. Dermatology expertise and computer vision methods must be merged to diagnose melanoma more effectively. Because of this, it is necessary to learn about numerous detection methods to help doctors discover skin cancer at an early stage. This research paper provides a comprehensive technical review of the advancements in using deep learning techniques for the diagnosis of skin cancer. Since skin cancer is so prevalent, early identification is essential for better treatment results. Among the medical uses where deep learning, a kind of machine learning, has shown promise is in the identification of skin cancer. This research investigates the most cutting-edge skin cancer diagnostic deep-learning approaches, datasets, and assessment metrics currently in use. This study discusses the benefits and drawbacks of using deep learning for skin cancer detection. Challenges include ethical and privacy considerations about patient data, the incorporation of models into clinical procedures, and problems with dataset bias and generalisation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Skin malignancies are becoming more common and deadly across the world. Skin cancer is linked to overexposure to the sun's ultraviolet (UV) rays [1]. Regardless, the World Health Organization (WHO) claims that 30% of all newly diagnosed cancers are caused by sun exposure [2]. Skin cancer is a common and sometimes fatal illness that is on the rise everywhere. Accurate and prompt diagnosis is critical for successful therapy and better patient outcomes. The problem with using dermatologists' eyes to diagnose skin cancer is that it's subjective and prone to human mistakes. As a result, there has been a rise in research into using deep learning for automated skin cancer detection.

Humans are made up of living cells that divide and die. In the human body, cell division replaces dying cells. Cancer is caused by uncontrolled cell division. Human skin cancer is caused by aberrant cell growth that may invade and spread to other parts of the body. Skin cancer is classified as basal cell carcinoma (BCC), squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), or melanoma (MEL) [3]. The rarest kind, melanoma, is the deadliest owing to metastasis. While BCC and SCC are the most prevalent non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) [4].
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If found early, 90% of skin cancers may be cured, compared to just 50% if identified late [5]. Modern noninvasive imaging techniques have improved in-situ skin cancer detection. Melanoma's poor diagnostic accuracy may lead to overtreatment and undertreatment, which can lead to both (caused by false negative diagnosis). For biopsy and pathological examination, many benign lesions must be removed, which increases treatment expenses. High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)s, for example, may minimize excisions and their associated costs by improving diagnostic specificity. Many imaging techniques are used to diagnose skin cancer including reflection confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography, ultrasound, and dermoscopy [6].

This kind of skin cancer starts in the melanocytes, which control the skin's color. Figure 1 shows melanoma cells that have penetrated further into the skin. Skin cancer incidence rates are rising, with 5.4 million new cases of squamous cell carcinoma diagnosed each year in the US [7].

This technical review aims to explore and evaluate the current state-of-the-art deep learning methodologies employed in skin cancer diagnosis. By critically examining the existing research and advancements in this field, we seek to provide insights into the strengths, limitations, and potential avenues for improvement in utilizing deep learning techniques for accurate and efficient skin cancer diagnosis.

This paper adds to deep learning studies on skin cancer diagnosis. We wish to offer a complete picture of the existing environment and motivate future studies to overcome the limits and advance the topic by showing the pros and downsides of current methodologies. Our goal is to construct reliable, interpretable, and therapeutically usable deep-learning models for skin cancer detection to improve patient outcomes and save lives.

The following is a list of the major goals that this research study aims to accomplish:

- To examine cutting-edge deep learning approaches used for skin cancer diagnosis: the goal of this work is to summarise the current state of the art in skin cancer diagnostics using deep learning architectures and methods. Our mission is to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of these methods in properly diagnosing skin lesions and differentiating benign from malignant tumors.
- To discuss the challenges and limitations of deep learning-based skin cancer diagnosis: in this study, we'll look at the problems and restrictions of using deep learning methods to diagnose skin cancer. Dataset bias, model generalization, a lack of interpretability and explainability, ethical concerns, and difficulty to integrate with clinical processes are all potential problems.
- To propose potential directions for future research and improvements: based on the analysis of the current state-of-the-art, this research paper will suggest potential areas for future research and improvements in deep learning-based skin cancer diagnosis. These may include the development of explainable deep learning models, strategies to enhance model robustness and generalization, multi-modality fusion for improved diagnosis, and validation of models in real-world clinical settings.

This study intends to accomplish these ends by providing a detailed technical overview of the developments made utilizing deep learning methods for skin cancer detection. The ultimate goal is to improve accurate and efficient skin cancer detection by applying for deep learning advances, and this paper
aims to provide light on the existing environment, obstacles, and future research prospects in this dynamic subject.

Method: for published original research, we combed through the databases of ScienceDirect (including PubMed), Elsevier (including Web of Science), and Web of Science (including Google Scholar). We only included publications in our evaluation that had enough data and information about the research methodology they used. Only studies that demonstrate adequate scientific progress are considered for inclusion in this study. This study excludes works in which the performance's genesis is implausible.

Outline of the paper: the remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the various segmentation techniques that can be appropriate for dermoscopy images. Section 3 throws light on fundamental concepts of deep learning. This section also focuses on various deep learning-based classification methods. Section 4 discusses the challenges and limitations of deep learning-based skin cancer diagnosis. Section 5 discusses future directions and research opportunities. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR DERMOSCOPY IMAGES

There is a lot of discussion in this section on various strategies for segmenting the lesion area in dermoscopic pictures that can be found in numerous publications.

Ashour et al. [8] created a technique that employs histogram-based clustering estimation (HBCE) and neutrosophic e-means clustering (NCM) for dermoscopy photographs to identify skin lesions. HBCE uses h-v and v-h calculations. This solution is trained on 900 photographs and is tested with 379 images. In contrast to NCM without HBCE, the suggested study demonstrates superior outcomes than the typical NCM technique.

Automated lesion segmentation employing two phases of pre-processing and segmentation has been proposed by Jaisakthi et al. [9]. Bi-linear interpolation is used for picture scaling in the pre-processing step, and the CLACHE algorithm is used to improve the image's uneven lighting. Hair pixels are replaced using the Frangi vesselsness filter and FMM inpainting method. Using uniformity in pixel attributes like color and texture, segmentation is used to separate the lesion areas.

The technique proposed by Mahmouei et al. [10] named the quad-tree melanoma detection method is a reliable expert color evaluation model that conducts colour observation that can quickly categorize the lesion, either benign or malignant. Melanomas are studied using Euclidean distances and concentric quartiles. Pre-processing enhances lesion-background contrast. Top-hat and bottom-hat surgeries address low-contrast lesions. Segmentation is done in two steps using hybrid thresholding to detect lesion borders. The core lesion region is enlarged using adaptive histogram functions after a modified Otsu threshold determines it. Enactment analysis shows that the classifier SVM performs well with ROC curve attributes.

New meta-heuristic algorithms for finding the best location for humans to shoot deer were developed by Brammya et al. [11], using a DHOA-NN method. The buck's visual power is five times greater than that of a person, making the hunting procedure more challenging because of this. It's hard to see what's going on at the very top of the horizon. As a result, the hunters are said to conduct maneuvers in that area. Until the optimal location is found, the goal function is used to execute position updates for each iteration. So, it is determined that in comparison to other current algorithms, DHOA-NN performs better in terms of convergence.

Soudani and Barhoumi [12] offer a segmentation recommender to save training time. The convolution sections of VGG16 and ResNet50 extract features. A CNN classifier has five nodes that reflect segmentation algorithms and build an output layer. Two-dimensional dermoscopy pictures show local details from various places. The result shows that the recommended technique predicts skin lesion segmentation well.

Walker et al. [13] use an inception V2 network to classify dermoscopic images. Deep learning trains inception v2 parameters using the stochastic decent gradient. Dermoscopic images provide visual and sonification assessments. Tele-dermoscopy sonification output was more accurate and sensitive for both pigmented and non-pigmented lesions.

Al-Masni et al. [14] offer a full-resolution convolution network segmentation technique to analyze every pixel in dermoscopy images. CNNs categorize pixels using cross-entropy loss functions. The convolutional layer approach extracts full-resolution features without pre or post-processing. Backpropagation reduces network training errors.

Wang et al. [15] designed BIFSseg to handle many object kinds in one framework. Image-specific fine-tuning using a weighted loss function may adjust a CNN model to a test image. Deep learning-based algorithms segment 2D/3D medical images intuitively. The recommended weighted loss function allows image-specific fine-tuning for both supervised and unsupervised segmentation refinement. By training a neural network (NN) on the bounding box content, similar structures may be discovered across varied items.
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and utilized to generalize hidden object identification. BIFSeg may achieve more accuracy with less user engagement and less time than interactive segmentation approaches.

Segmenting lesions may enhance automated computer-aided melanoma detection methods, according to Ahn et al. [16]. Traditional segmentation algorithms struggle to segment skin lesions due to imprecise lesion margins, low contrast between the lesion and adjacent skin, and lesion touching image boundaries. Bayesian analysis improves lesion structure and boundaries. The approach is compared to lesion segmentation and unsupervised saliency detection methods using two public datasets. Thus, the recommended approach beats the alternatives. Saliency-optimization improves lesion segmentation.

3. DEEP LEARNING IN MEDICAL IMAGING

Several algorithms enable deep learning, or deep structured learning [17]. Deep learning, like NN, contains a cascade of levels. Unlike traditional machine learning methods, deep learning can directly extract features from pictures, text, and sound in both supervised and unsupervised settings. This approach incorporates feature extraction with learning. Deep learning reduces the requirement for hand-tuned ML systems [NO_PRINTED_FORM].

The majority of modern deep learning applications depend on transfer learning, especially in the field of computer vision [18], [19]. By using a model that was developed for one task and then applied to another, this technique is known as "transfer learning". Computer vision challenges in the medical field, such as skin cancer diagnosis, often have insufficient datasets and need a lot of effort to train a neural network from scratch. The use of an initialization network trained on a big dataset (like ImageNet's 1.2 million pictures) is typical because of this.

It is usual to use supervised learning to train convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are deep neural networks optimized for image processing. Using labelled data such as dermoscopic pictures and their related diagnosis/ground truth, CNNs may infer a link between the input data and labels. Thus, CNNs may apply learnt operations to new pictures and categorize them using the characteristics they extract. The application of CNNs in clinical dermatology and dermatopathology might aid in the development of new and/or enhanced clinically relevant DBs, since diagnosis in these fields relies heavily on visual pattern recognition [20].

3.1. Skin cancer classification using deep learning

Using skin cancer photos for deep learning may help clinicians distinguish between various forms of skin cancer. To detect skin cancer, doctors just snap a photo of the patient and run it through a deep learning architecture (such as MobileNet) [21]. Because of this, deep learning may help diagnose without the need for additional lab tests or costs. However, it is critical to have a well-developed and precise teaching model. When computational power is limited, an architecture like MobileNet is a preferable option for visual applications on mobile devices and in the cloud. A simplified design that builds lightweight deep neural networks utilizing highly separable convolutions is what makes MobileNets important [22], [23].

Deep learning models are now being used to analyze medical data. Skin cancer detection has resulted in a wide range of models. When it comes to neural networks, Yu et al. [24] have developed a deep one that can learn even when there is only a limited amount of training data. GoogleNet CNN architecture [25] was used by Esteva et al. [26] in order to train over 120 thousand images and achieve a dermatologist-level diagnosis. They, like Haenssle [27] et al. and Brinker et al. [28], employed pre-trained models to compare dermatologists' performance.

Table 1 presents a performance comparison of various deep-learning methods for skin cancer diagnosis. The evaluation metric used to measure the performance of these methods is accuracy, which represents the overall classification accuracy of the models. The table further breaks down the accuracy percentages for each deep-learning method across different classes of skin cancer: benign, malignant, and melanoma. These percentages provide insights into the performance of the models in correctly identifying each class.

3.2. Skin classification using transfer learning

In the absence of easily available datasets, transfer learning is often employed to categorize skin lesions. First, a CNN is trained on ImageNet, then its weighting parameters are changed to meet the classification task.

Esteva et al. [26] made a significant contribution to the field. Total 129,450 photos were used to train the CNN model, including 3374 images taken from dermatoscopic equipment and representing 2032 distinct skin lesions for the first time. Malignant melanomas were compared to benign nevi, while keratinocyte carcinomas were compared to benign seborrheic keratosis. Both of these comparisons were...
considered as binary classification challenges. The final categorization differentiation was determined for both clinical and dermatoscopic images. The inception v3 model trained on the ImageNet database was used to categorize images. The CNN model for skin lesion categorization was fine-tuned using transfer learning. A novel tree-structured disease taxonomy is used in this method, with each ailment represented by a leaf. In the inner nodes, a group of illnesses with comparable anatomical and clinical features may be found. In a higher-level tree, the probability of child nodes in the coarser lesion class is totaled together (i.e., an inner node). CNNs trained to recognize cancers and melanomas were evaluated using biopsy-proof data and attained ROC AUCs of 0.96 and 0.96 for carcinomas and 0.94 and 0.94 for melanomas, respectively, based on dermatoscopic pictures.

The scientific openness shown by Han et al. [40] is especially significant since their computer program has been made freely accessible for external examination. Based on clinical photos, the researchers developed a classification system for 12 distinct skin conditions. With the help of 19,398 training photos, they created a ResNet model. An AUC of 0.96, 0.83, 0.82, and 0.96 was reached using publically accessible Asan datasets for BC, SCC, and IEC.

According to Marchetti et al. [41], a collection of CNNs can be used to distinguish between melanomas and nevus or lentigines. For the ISBI 2016 Challenge, authors combined all 25 participating teams’ automatic predictions into a single categorization using five approaches. They compared two non-learning and three machine-learning techniques. The ensemble method with the highest average precision, greedy fusion, had a sensitivity of 58% and a specificity of 88%.

Kawahara and Hamarneh [38] describe a new design for a CNN ensemble. In CNN, each part of the network saw the same picture at a slightly different resolution. Afterward, a single layer is created by combining the output of several resolutions. End-to-end learning optimizes the weighting parameters of the CNN, which detects interactions between images of varying resolutions. On average, in the Dermofit Image Library, the algorithm correctly classified 79.5% of the images.

Esteva et al. [26] and Sun et al. [42] proposed a classifier with 198 highly precisely specified training classes. CaffeNet and VGGNet CNN models were trained and tested on a total of 6584 clinical photos from the DermQuest image database, and their classification performance was assessed. The pretrained VGGNet with optimal weighting settings has the best average accuracy of 50.27% across all 198 classes.

### 4. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS

In recent years, skin cancer detection has been an area where deep learning approaches have shown considerable potential. With these advancements, we may see a dramatic change in how we diagnose and manage this potentially fatal illness. These developments hold great promise, but they are also accompanied by a number of obstacles that must be surmounted before deep learning may be used responsibly and effectively in therapeutic settings. Understanding and overcoming these issues is crucial for the safe and successful use of deep learning in therapeutic settings. In order to overcome these challenges, researchers, physicians, legislators, and regulatory authorities will need to work together. Further study is required to improve deep learning models in skin cancer detection with regards to interpretability, generalizability, and ethical aspects. By addressing these obstacles, we may realise deep learning’s full potential in enhancing skin cancer detection in terms of precision, speed, and accessibility, eventually leading to improved patient outcomes. The following are key challenges and limitations associated with the application of deep learning in skin cancer diagnosis:

---
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4.1. Dataset bias and generalization issues

When developing deep learning models for medical image analysis, it's essential to address potential dataset biases and generalization issues to ensure the models perform reliably and equitably across diverse populations and real-world scenarios. These challenges can arise due to various factors, including:

- Limited diversity and representativeness of datasets: the availability of high-quality, diverse, and well-annotated datasets are crucial for training robust deep learning models. However, existing datasets may suffer from biases, such as under-representation of certain skin types or ethnicities, leading to reduced generalization and potential performance disparities in real-world scenarios [43].
- Domain shift: deep learning models trained on specific datasets may struggle to generalize well to new, unseen data. Changes in imaging devices, image resolutions, or demographics of patients can introduce domain shifts, affecting the model's performance. Ensuring model robustness and generalization across different populations and data sources remains a challenge [44].

4.2. Lack of explainability and interpretability

Despite impressive performance of deep learning models, their complex nature often makes it challenging to understand the underlying decision-making process, which can hinder trust and adoption in clinical settings. Addressing these challenges is an active area of research, focusing on:

- Black box nature of deep learning models: as a result of the difficulty in interpreting and explaining the decision-making process caused by deep learning models, they are sometimes referred to as "black boxes". The lack of transparency may limit the clinical adoption of deep learning in skin cancer diagnosis, as clinicians require explanations and insights to gain trust and confidence in the model's predictions [45].
- Model interpretability methods: while research on interpretable deep learning techniques is advancing, there is a need for standardized approaches to explain the decisions made by deep learning models in skin cancer diagnosis. Developing methods to provide transparent explanations and highlighting the salient features driving the model's predictions is an ongoing research area [46].

4.3. Ethical and privacy concerns

Key areas of focus related with ethical, and privacy of deep learning models include:

- Data privacy and security: deep learning models often rely on large amounts of sensitive patient data, raising concerns about data privacy and security. Safeguarding patient information and complying with ethical guidelines and regulations, such as data anonymization and informed consent, are critical for responsible research and deployment [47].
- Bias and fairness: deep learning models can inadvertently perpetuate biases present in the training data, leading to potential disparities in diagnosis across different demographics. Addressing bias and ensuring fairness in skin cancer diagnosis is crucial to prevent inequities in healthcare delivery.

4.4. Integration with clinical workflows

Successful deployment of deep learning models for skin cancer diagnosis hinges on following facts:

- Real-world deployment and integration: integrating deep learning models into clinical workflows poses practical challenges. Ensuring seamless integration, scalability, and compatibility with existing healthcare systems and processes is essential for effective implementation [48].
- Clinical validation and regulatory approval: deep learning models for skin cancer diagnosis need to undergo rigorous clinical validation to demonstrate their safety, efficacy, and superiority over existing diagnostic methods. Obtaining regulatory approvals and certifications is crucial for widespread clinical adoption.

Addressing these challenges and limitations will require collaborative efforts from researchers, clinicians, policymakers, and regulatory bodies. Continued research and development are necessary to enhance the interpretability, generalization, and ethical considerations of deep learning models in skin cancer diagnosis. By mitigating these challenges, we can unlock the full potential of deep learning to improve the accuracy, efficiency, and accessibility of skin cancer diagnosis, leading to better patient outcomes.

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

The field of skin cancer diagnosis using deep learning advancements is rapidly evolving, offering several exciting avenues for future research and improvements. The following are potential directions and research opportunities that can further enhance the accuracy, interpretability, and clinical applicability of deep learning models in skin cancer diagnosis.
5.1. Explainable deep learning for skin cancer diagnosis

There is a growing need to develop techniques that can provide transparent and understandable explanations for their predictions. Key areas of focus in this domain include:

- Development of interpretable deep learning models: advancements in explainable AI techniques can enable deep learning models to provide transparent and understandable explanations for their predictions in skin cancer diagnosis. Research efforts should focus on developing models that highlight important features and provide insights to aid clinicians in decision-making processes.
- Model-agnostic interpretability methods: exploring model-agnostic interpretability methods, such as saliency maps, attention mechanisms, and feature attribution techniques, can help in understanding the reasoning behind the deep learning models' predictions. These methods can provide additional confidence and trust in the model's decisions.

5.2. Robustness and generalization of deep learning models

Deep learning models need to be resilient against adversarial attacks and capable of adapting to different domains and real-world scenarios. Addressing these challenges involves:

- Adversarial robustness: investigating adversarial attacks and defense mechanisms to enhance the robustness of deep learning models against adversarial examples specific to skin cancer diagnosis. This can help improve the model's performance under various perturbations and ensure reliable predictions in real-world scenarios.
- Domain adaptation and transfer learning: exploring domain adaptation techniques to address the challenges of domain shift and generalize deep learning models across different populations, imaging devices, and datasets. The effectiveness of models used for diagnosing skin cancer may be enhanced by exploring transfer learning strategies that draw on expertise from comparable activities or domains.

5.3. Multi-modality fusion for enhanced diagnosis

This multi-modality fusion approach aims to followings:

- Integration of multiple imaging modalities: to better diagnose skin cancer, researchers are looking at combining data from many sources such as dermoscopy pictures, histopathology slides, and clinical data. The diagnostic accuracy of a system may be improved by the use of multi-modal fusion, which provides additional data from several sources.
- Integration of non-imaging data: learning more about how to include patient-specific data (such as demographics, health records, genetic information, and environmental variables) into skin cancer diagnosis models. A more precise and personalized diagnosis is possible because of a more comprehensive patient history being taken into account.

5.4. Clinical validation and real-world deployment

The effectiveness and generalizability of deep learning models for skin cancer detection need to be validated in large-scale clinical research across different sites. The results of these investigations may provide credence to the usefulness of the models and help lead their adoption into standard clinical practice.

- Prospective studies and real-world deployment: assessing the effects of deep learning models on clinical outcomes, patient management, and healthcare processes, as well as evaluating their effectiveness in real-world clinical situations. The potential benefits and drawbacks of incorporating deep learning into standard clinical treatment may be better understood via prospective research.
- Future progress in the use of deep learning for skin cancer detection may be made by concentrating on the aforementioned areas and topics for study. Researchers, physicians, and other stakeholders must work together to advance deep-learning models for skin cancer detection, overcome current obstacles, and assure their appropriate and successful use.

6. CONCLUSION

In this in-depth technical review, we have looked at how deep learning has helped with skin cancer detection. This research explores many segmentation methods well-suited to dermoscopy pictures, stressing their significance in locating and outlining skin lesions. We then dove into the core ideas of deep learning, illuminating its potential to transform the way skin cancer is diagnosed. To effectively categorize skin lesions and differentiate between benign and malignant cancers, this review included a wide variety of deep learning-based classification approaches.

While deep learning shows significant potential, it is important to recognize the difficulties and constraints that come with using it to diagnose skin cancer. Issues with bias in datasets, interpretability, ethics, and incorporating findings into clinical processes were highlighted. These challenges necessitate
concerted efforts to address them, ensuring the responsible and effective utilization of deep learning models in clinical practice.

Looking towards the future, our exploration of future directions and research opportunities highlights avenues for further improvement in skin cancer diagnosis. The development of explainable deep learning models can enhance transparency and understanding, fostering trust in the decision-making process. Robustness and generalization of deep learning models can be achieved through adversarial defense mechanisms and domain adaptation techniques. The integration of multiple imaging modalities and patient-specific data holds promise for enhanced diagnostic accuracy and personalized care.

By acknowledging these challenges and pursuing future research directions, we can overcome the limitations of deep learning-based skin cancer diagnosis and unlock its full potential. Collaborative efforts among researchers, clinicians, and stakeholders are vital to drive innovation, ensure ethical considerations, and validate the clinical applicability of deep learning models.
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